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Overview of Measures
The SIP is a well established, standardized questionnaire that indicates changes in a person's behavior due to sickness. 4 It consists of 136 items grouped into 12 categories: ambulation, mobility, body care and movement, social interaction, alertness behavior, emotional behavior, communication, sleep and rest, eating, work, home management, and recreation. Three of these categories (ambulation, mobility, and body care) can be further aggregated into a physical dimension and another four (social interaction, alertness, emotional, and communication) into a psychosocial dimension. The remaining five categories are independent scores. An overall score for the entire instrument can also be calculated: Higher scores indicate increasing dysfunction or poorer health. The SIP consists of statement such as, "I am not working at all" or "I sit during much of the day," and the respondents check those statements that apply to them "today" because of their illnesses. The SIP thus measures the performance of specific behavior, rather than judgments of capacity, and assesses dysfunction without a positive formulation of health. The SIP has been extensively studied in populations of patients with back pain and other musculoskeletal conditions. 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 21 The Nottingham Health Profile (NHP) is a brief selfadministered questionnaire originally designed for use in primary care settings. 14 It consists of 38 items that are grouped into six dimensions: physical abilities, pain, sleep, social isolation, emotional reaction, and energy. An overall summary score for the instrument is not recommended but has been used by some clinicians. 3 The NHP questions use a dichotomous yes/no response similar to the SIP, but asks more directly about feelings and emotional states than about behavioral changes. Statements such as, "I am tired all the time" or "I am unable to walk at all," are marked yes if they apply to the respondent "at the moment."
The Duke Health Profile (DUKE) is a revised and shortened version of the Duke-University of North Carolina health profile and is designed for use in primary care settings. 20 The DUKE consists of 17 questions that are grouped into six health scores and four dysfunction scores. The health scores are physical health, mental health, social health, perceived health, and self-esteem, with the physical, mental, and social health scores being further aggregated into a general health summary score. The dysfunction scores are anxiety, depression, pain, and disability. Responses to statements and questions such as, "I like who I am" and "During the past week how much trouble have you had with hurting or aching in any part of your body?" are rated on a threepoint scale.
The COOP/WONCA charts consist of six single-item scales including physical fitness, feelings (mental wellbeing), daily or usual activities, social activities, overall
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health, and change in health. Questions such as, "During the past 2 weeks. . . how would you rate your health in general," are rated on a five-point scale that includes numbers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , verbal descriptors (excellent to poor), and illustrations (smiling face to a sad or frowning face).
Practicality
To be practical to administer, health status measures should be as brief as possible, to minimize the burden to respondents and the cost of data collection and management. 7 There is an inherent trade-off between the number of dimensions covered and the length of the survey. Table 1 summarizes the dimensions and subscales scores measured by each instrument. As expected, the longest scale, the SIP, covers the most dimensions, whereas the much shorter COOP/WONCA charts cover the fewest.
In addition, with as few questions as necessary, the questions must be understandable and clear. Table 2 reviews some of the practical features of the different generic health status measures. The SIP is long, which is one of its major disadvantages. The NHP is similar in length to the SF-36 instrument, whereas the DUKE and the COOP/WONCA charts have a strong advantage in brevity. It is interesting that brevity does not seem to correlate with another important practicality issue, which is the number of missing responses to items in the questionnaire. The comparison of missing responses shows the percentage of missing responses to different items within some of the health measures. For the COOP/WONCA charts, despite their use of illustrations designed to aid in their completion, the physical fitness chart was not completed in 6.3% of surveys in one study. The NHP showed the lowest number of missing responses (less than 2% for all questions), perhaps related to its simple yes/no response scheme. 12 The proportion of missing values was found to be approximately 3% for both the DUKE and SF-36 in a study of primary care patients. 5 A similar study showed that in a direct comparison of respondents' difficulty ratings, the SIP, despite its length, was rated somewhat easier to complete than the SF-36, 11 again suggesting that length is not the only important factor in assessing the respondent's burden.
Precision
Measurement precision, also termed reliability, is a measure of how well the measure agrees with itself. This can be assessed cross-sectionally by looking at the consistency of responses to similar items within the measure at a single time point, or longitudinally, by looking at the agreement between measurements taken at different times but during which interval the trait is assumed not to have changed. Cross-sectional or internal consistency is an extremely problematic measurement for short surveys, which deliberately try to avoid redundancy in questions. Because the COOP/WONCA instrument has only a single question in each dimension, internal consistency is difficult to measure in a meaningful way, but consistency can be assessed between alternate forms of the same survey. Table 3 shows a summary of reliability testing for the generic health measures. McHorney and Tarlov 19 reviewed reliability data for the SF-36, NHP, DUKE, and the original COOP charts. They found internal consistency was generally highest for the SF-36, intermediate for the NHP, and lowest for the DUKE and COOP, which is inversely related to the length of each questionnaire. They also reviewed the test-retest reliability at 2-4 weeks (although they do not indicate whether the measure reported is the Pearson's correlation coefficient or the preferred intraclass correlation coefficient). 10 These results were more similar across the scales; however, the DUKE appeared more unstable in longitudinal measurement than the other instruments. Beaton et al 3 found similar results in a concurrent study in which they used the SF-36, SIP, NHP, and DUKE and compared scores in patients who reported no change in health between testings.
Validity
Validity refers to the degree to which the health status measure actually measures health. Because there is no gold standard measure for health, indirect assessments of validity are used. Convergent validity is demonstrated when two or more measures that purport to be measuring the same thing agree with one another. Reasonable convergent validity has been shown for all five of the generic health status measures. 18, 19 Discriminant validity refers to the ability of a health status measure to discriminate between populations of patients who are expected to differ in their health. Table 4 reviews some results that use receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to measure how well these instruments distinguish between different groups. Essink-Bot et al 12 directly compared the SF-36, NHP, and COOP/WONCA charts in their ability to discriminate those patients with migraine headache who missed work from those who did not. The SF-36 performed better than the other two instruments, and the NHP and COOP/WONCA charts were very similar. Investigators in several studies have looked at the discriminant validity of the SIP specifically in back pain patients using ROC analysis and have found moderate discriminant power (ROC area, ϳ0.7) for satisfaction with care and return to full activities. 8, 22 Responsiveness A concept that is related to discriminant validity is responsiveness: the ability of a health status measure to detect change when it has occurred. Responsiveness has become increasingly recognized as an important prop- erty for health status measures as they become more commonly used as evaluative tools in clinical trials. 16 Unfortunately, there are many different statistics that purport to measure responsiveness without a clear consensus on a best method. Beaton et al 3 have conducted an excellent study in which they directly compared the responsiveness of the SF-36, SIP, NHP, and DUKE in patients with back pain. Two separate measures of responsiveness are provided: the effect size, which is calculated as the average change in scores divided by the standard deviation of the baseline scores, and the standardized response mean, which is calculated as the average change in scores divided by the standard deviation of the score changes. Table 5 summarizes these results in patients who specifically reported an improvement in their health between testings. In general, the SF-36 appeared somewhat more responsive than the other measures, which were fairly similar to each other. The responsiveness of the COOP/WONCA charts was measured at 2 weeks of follow-up for patients in the United Kingdom with various acute medical conditions. Effect sizes in that study ranged from 0.38 to 0.62. 15 Although they are similar to the effect sizes found by Beaton et al, 3 it must be kept in mind that the populations studied may not be comparable. In a different study of the responsiveness of the COOP/WONCA charts at baseline and 2 weeks in patients with acute back pain, the daily activities and physical functioning charts showed deterioration, despite 95% of patients reporting complete or partial recovery. 1 This result was thought to be related to the 2-week time frame of the survey and the acute onset of illness (57% of patients sought treatment within 1-2 days of onset of symptoms).
A property that is related to responsiveness is socalled ceiling or floor effects. Ceiling effects occur when respondents achieve the maximum score on an instrument at baseline, thus making it impossible for the measure to detect improvement in health status. Floor effects occur when respondents achieve the lowest possible score, thus making it impossible to detect any deterioration. Table 6 summarizes data on the prevalence of ceiling and floor effects in each of the instruments. The ranges refer the proportion of maximum (ceiling) and minimum (floor) scores on each of the scales or dimension within each measure. For the NHP for example, 70% of respondents in a migraine headache study reported the highest possible score on the physical mobility dimensions, and 80 achieved the highest on the social isolation dimension. Substantial ceiling effects were also seen in the COOP/WONCA charts in this population. The SIP has demonstrated 20 -25% ceiling effects in relatively healthy populations, because it measures only dysfunction but has no floor effects. Although the SIP, NHP, and COOP/WONCA charts generally measure health as an absence of dysfunction, the SF-36 also has positive health formulations such as vitality. Thus, although individual scales appear to have a reasonably high proportion of ceiling and floor effects, these are mitigated somewhat when summary scores are calculated.
Discussion
The SIP, NHP, DUKE, and COOP/WONCA charts are four generic health status measures that have been reasonably well studied in terms of their reliability and validity and which have been used to some extent in the study of patients with back pain. All these instruments appear to measure similar concepts of health. Overall, the SF-36 seems to have several advantages over the other generic measures and should probably be used, unless the particular setting lends itself to one of the other measures.
The SIP is the most extensively tested for reliability, validity, and responsiveness, but it has practical limitations because of its length. It has fairly substantial ceiling effects in healthy populations, but because it includes measures of profound disability, it would be useful in severely ill populations in which other measure may display substantial floor effects. The NHP is of medium length and easy to complete with simple yes/no responses, but it appears to have significant psychometric limitations compared with the SF-36 -particularly in ceiling effects and responsiveness. The DUKE is brief and shows reasonable convergent validity with other health measures, but its relatively poor test-retest reliability makes it less attractive than the other measures. The COOP/WONCA charts have the advantages of being very brief and widely available in multiple languages. It has not been as extensively tested in patients with back pain as some of the other measures, and further work is needed to clarify its performance, especially in its responsiveness for this population.
